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 Take home messages from the course:

 Google, Facebook, Microsoft and other content providers 

would like to take over the whole stack!
 Google 
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 Multimedia communications involves:

 Media coding (Speech, Audio, Images, Video coding)

 Media transmission

 Media coding (compression)

 Production models (For speech, music, image, video)

 Perception models 

 Auditory system 

 Masking

 Ear sensitivity to different frequency ranges

 Visual system

 Brightness vs color

 Low frequency vs High frequency

 Quality of Service and Perception 

 QoS for voice

 QoS for video
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 Speech production system
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Perception system
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Digital Image Representation 

(3 Bit Quantization)

CS 414 - Spring 2009



Image Representations
 Black and white image

 single color plane with 1 bits
 Gray scale image

 single color plane with 8 bits
 Color image

 three color planes each with 8 
bits

 RGB, CMY, YIQ, etc.
 Indexed color image

 single plane that indexes a 
color table

 Compressed images
 TIFF, JPEG, BMP, etc.

2gray levels4 gray levels



Image Representation Example

128 135 166 138 190 132

129 255 105 189 167 190

229 213 134 111 138 187

135 190

255 167

213 138

128 138

129 189

229 111

166 132

105 190

134 187

24 bit RGB Representation (uncompressed)

Color Planes
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Techniques used in coding:

 Loss-Less compression : Huffman coding
 Variable length, prefix, uniquely decodable code

 Main objective: optimally assign different number of bits to symbols having 

different frequencies
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Discrete Cosine Transform
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 The DCT provides energy compaction

 Low frequency coefficients have larger magnitude (typically)

 High frequency coefficients have smaller magnitude (typically)

 Most information is compacted into the lower frequency coefficients 

(those coefficients at the ‘upper-left’)
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JPEG:
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Techniques used for JPEG:

 YCbCr instead of RGB

 Chroma Subsampling

 Block based DCT

 Quantization tables

 Different for Luma and Chroma

 Quality vs compression (Quality factor)

 Zigzag scanning

 Run Length coding

 Entropy coding for DC-diff

 Entropy coding for Run-Category
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Techniques used for video compression:

 Motion Estimation

 The most challenging task in video compr.
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Rate distortion

23

 Peak signal to noise ratio
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Motion estimation and compensation:

 Fast techniques

 Half pixel, quarter pixel

 Block size (16x16, 8x8, …etc)

 Fixed or variable block sizes

 Initial motion vector estimation

 Delta encoding for motion vectors

 Prediction from one frame (previous)

 Prediction from two frames (previous and next)

 Prediction from Multiple frames (as in H.264)

 I frames, P frames, B frames (Why?)
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Scalable video coding:

Base layer, enhancement layer(s)

- SNR scalability

- Send more DCT coefficients

- Send more (Least significant bits)

- Spatial scalability

- Encode a lower resolution version of the video

- If higher resolution is required, extrapolate and add the enhancement layer

- Temporal scalability

- Base layer: low frame rate

This is used for Transcoding
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Speech coding:

 Good speech coder: low bit rate, high quality, low complexity, low 

delay

 Waveform coders, parametric coders, hybrid coders

 Waveform coders (G.711 (PCM with A,Mu law), G.726 ADPCM)

 Parametric coders

 LPC-10

 Linear Prediction Coefficients: understanding in time, understanding in 

frequency, Long Term prediction

 Pitch Period

 Gain

 Vector quantization
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 Hybrid coders:

 Regular Pulse Excitation Coders

 Analysis by Synthesis

 Code Excited Linear Prediction

 Low Delay CELP

 Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction

 Adaptive CELP

 Mixed Excited Linear Prediction

 Different Speech production Model

 Excitation Pulse

 Different bands can be voiced or unvoiced
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Video Communications:

 Streaming stored video:

- The most important and famous: Adaptive HTTP streaming

- Typically : HTTP streaming over TCP (e.g. Youtube and Netflex)

- Uses HTTP byte range header to tell what exactly to read
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 DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP)

 In DASH, the video is encoded into several different versions, with 

each version having a different bit rate and, correspondingly, a 

different quality level.

 When the amount of available bandwidth is high, the client 

naturally selects chunks from a high-rate version; and when the 

available bandwidth is low, it naturally selects from a low-rate 

version.

 Controlled by client

 Each video version is stored with different URL

 Same for audio

 Manifest file is sent to the client

 Where are the files, what bit rates
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Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)

- Motivation?

- A CDN manages servers in multiple geographically distributed 

locations, stores copies of the videos (and other types of Web content, 

including documents, images, and audio) in its servers, and attempts 

to direct each user request to a CDN location that will provide the 

best user experience. 

- Private CDNs (Youtube), or third party CDNs (Netflix uses Akamai) 

- Enter Deep CDN, vs Bring home
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 Real time conversational applications:

- Cannot use HTTP streaming

- Real time constraints

- Usually RTP over UDP

- Most importantly: sequence number and time stamp

- For control: RTCP 
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Broadcast:
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Exam questions 
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 A Huffman coding problem

 A DCT problem
 Draw basis functions (I will give you the equations)
 Get the transform (I will give you the equations)

 Run length encoding question

 A JPEG entropy coding question

 Estimate a motion vector

 I will give you some basis functions in 2D, encode the image

 CELP like question

 Estimate the pitch of a waveform

 Choose suitable encoder

 What is the minimum buffer size for a decoder

 Some other questions: what is the role of CDN, …etc
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